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OVERVIEW10

This supplement provides a summary of ice-surface DEM and velocity observations used in this study and11

a additional details on our seismic analyses to derive ice-thicknesses, inversions for internal deformation12

velocities, and propagation of uncertainties.13

ICE-SURFACE DEMS AND VELOCITIES14

We extracted velocity estimates and uncertainties in the upper and lower sectors from Meier (1957); Mattar15

and others (1998); Van Wychen and others (2018), which are summarized in Table S1. Uncertainties in16

from Meier (1957) were included in their text for annual values and estimated from their Table 13 for melt-17

season values. We used generalized uncertainties for InSAR measurements presented in the text of Mattar18

and others (1998), but uncertainties for laser rangefinder estimates were not presented in their study. As19

such, we assumed them to be of a similar scale to theodolite and post-processed GNSS measurements, so we20

assumed a value between those published in Meier (1957) and our results in 2019. Van Wychen and others21

(2018) reported uncertainties on RADARSAT-2 based velocities of 5-10 m for their 2011 measurement,22

so we chose to use the higher value in our analyses. Ice-surface DEMs in this study were largely sourced23

from Tennant and Menounos (2013) and we provide a summary of their Tables 2 and 3 in Table S2. We24
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provided matching information on the GMTED10 DEM (Danielson and Gesch, 2011) used to supplement25

exposed rock elevation estimates and documented our measurements in a similar manner.26

GNSS VELOCITY PROCESSING27

Continuous Data Processing28

We display post-processed data from ROV1 at successive stages of cleaning as described in the main text29

in Figure S1. We also display the windowed-average positions (Fig. S1d) and velocity uncertainties (Fig.30

S1e) estimated during the rolling-window WLS estimation of surface velocities at ROV1 (Fig 3c, main31

text). We inspect data-model residuals for displacements in Fig. S1f and find that they are of a similar32

scale as data uncertainties (e.g., Table S2). In conjunction with small velocity uncertainties, these small33

misfits support the use of a 4-hour window for estimating surface velocities in the main text.34

Campaign Velocity Field35

A map of the velocity field from campaign GPS measurements is shown in Figure S2. We found similar36

velocity values as the long-term campaign GPS surveys, but the uncertainties are larger than the estimate37

at ROV1 (bubbles in Fig. S2a and entry in Table S1). Campaign velocities progressively declined down-38

glacier to less than 5 m a-1within 200 m of the 2019 terminus. Similarly velocities declined away from39

the centerline with a minimum value of 27 m a-1near the southeastern glacier margin and 35 m a-1near40

the former lateral moraine between Saskatchewan Glacier and TG1 (see Fig. 1 in main text) on the41

northwestern side of the lower sector. These estimate provided a maximum estimate of the marginal slip42

rates at these two points. Campaign velocities were enhanced in proximity of the overdeepening and down-43

flow from the bedrock reigel, consistent with expected hydrodynamics near these features (see main text44

and discussions in Dow and others, 2011, 2014; Patton and others, 2016).45

SEISMIC ANALYSES46

We collected seismic data at geophone sites in the upper sector were acquired using six DiGOS/OmniRecs47

DataCube3 data-loggers with 4.5 Hz HG-6R three-component (3C) geophones installed on the ablation48

surface in the upper sector between August 14th and 18th 2017. These units acquired data at 400 Hz using49

a linear-phase finite impulse response (FIR) filter and a gain of 16 dB to digitizing ground acceleration50
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Year(s) Upper Sector (6-6) Lower Sector (14-5/ROV1) Source

Dates Vsurf (m a-1) Dates Vsurf (m a-1) Data Source Reference

1952–1953 08/25/52– 65.2˘0.2 Theodolite M57

08/30/53

1953 07/25/53– 71.1˘1.0 07/09/53– 37.2˘1.0 Theodolite M57

08/30/53 09/29/53

1953–1954 07/25/53– 65.2˘0.2 07/09/53– 40.2˘0.2 Theodolite M57

08/04/54 07/23/54

1995 Aug 1995– 46.66˘0.01 Laser Rangefinder M98

Sep 1995

Sep 1995– 43.83˘0.01 Laser Rangefinder M98

Dec 1995

11/21/95– 78.5˘3.3 11/21/96– 39.1˘3.3 ERS-1/-2 InSAR M98

11/22/95 11/22/95

1995–1996 Dec 1995– 39.45˘0.01 Laser Rangefinder M98

Feb 1995

1996 04/25/96– 83.0˘1.5 04/25/96– 44.7˘1.5 ERS-1/-2 InSAR M98

04/26/96 04/26/96

2011 03/05/11– 72˘10 03/05/11– 42˘10 RADARSAT-2 V18

03/29/11 03/29/11 Speckle-Tracking

2019 08/06/19– 63.4˘0.001 GNSS Antenna Pair This Study

08/19/19

Table S1. Ice-surface velocities in the upper and lower sectors of Saskatchewan Glacier (Figs. 1b-c), observation
dates, and uncertainties. Citation abbreviations: M57 = Meier (1957), M98 = Mattar and others (1998), and V18
= Van Wychen and others (2018).
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Ablation Surface Acquisition Vertical Data Reference

Year Date Uncertainty (m) Source

1948 09/19/48 1 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1955 08/06/55 2 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1966 08/22/66 1 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1970 08/18/70 2 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1974 09/01/74 1 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1979 07/09/79 1 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1986* 07/08/86 2 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1993 09/09/93 1 Orthophoto T12/TM13

1999 Feb 2000 6 SRTM T12/TM13

2009 09/30/09 6 SPOT5 T12/TM13

2010 2009–2010 26–30 GMTED10 DG11

2017 08/14/17– 1.2 DataCube GPS This Study

08/18/17

2019 08/01/19– 0.005 Emlid GNSS Pair This Study

08/19/19

Table S2. Ice-surface digital elevation models of Saskatchewan Glacier, observation dates, uncertainties, and source
data type. Based on Tabs. 2 and 3 in (Tennant and Menounos, 2013) and results of this study. Citation abbreviations:
T12 = (Tennant, 2012), TM13 = (Tennant and Menounos, 2013), DG11 = (Danielson and Gesch, 2011).
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Fig. S1. Continuous GPS displacement processing steps. (a) Post-processed displacements to the north (mN) and
east (mE), (b) “stitched” displacements (re-installation displacements modeled out) (c) despiked displacements after
two iterations of filtering (d) rotated data into along-flow (mX) and across-flow (mY) bases with average position
estimates (calc) from the rolling-window WLS curve fitting, (e) velocity uncertainties from the rolling-window WLS
estimates (Fig. 3c in main text), and (f) residuals displacements (e.g., mX – mX calc = x res).
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Fig. S2. Campaign GPS velocity field overlain on ice-bed interface topography (Fig. 5a in main text). Arrows are
colored and scaled by the mean velocities calculated at each site with observations acquired in between August 1st

and 19th. Velocity uncertainties are shown as circles on the ends of velocity arrows and are scaled identically as the
arrows.
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signals (stations 1–6 in Fig. S3). We used same units as receivers in the active-seismic line acquired in the51

lower sector on August 18th 2019. Seismic data at geophone sites in the lower sector were acquired between52

August 1st and 19th 2019 using 12 DTCC SmartSolo IGU-16R 3C geophones (stations 28–40 in Fig S3)53

and 20 Magseis/Fairfield Zland GEN2 3C geophones (stations 7–27 in Fig. S4) sampling at 1000 Hz using54

a linear-phase FIR filter and set to a gain of 16 dB. We installed these units in 40 cm deep boreholes55

finished with a custom-made thermal drill to accommodate their spikes, orient instruments, and enhanced56

instrument coupling in addition to back-filling borehole anuli with auger cuttings. Geophones in the lower57

sector were re-installed every 2-5 days to prevent melt-out and three sites were temporary deployments58

lasting one deployment cycle (stations 22, 23, and 35)59

HV Analysis60

We estimated horizontal to vertical spectral ratios (HV) from three-hour 3C seismic recordings acquired in61

evenings shortly after station (re)installation when glaciohydraulic noise sources were diminished, geophone62

coupling was high quality, and instrument orientations were well constrained (e.g., Carmichael and others,63

2012; Stevens and James, 2022). We low-pass filtered and down-sampled data to 100 Hz and segmented64

them into 120 second long widows with 30 second overlaps. We then calculated HV curves with OpenHVSR65

using the total-energy formulation (Bignardi and others, 2018) for windows that did not contain impulsive66

signals:67

HV pf, t P rti, tjsq “

a

PSDruN ptqs2 ` PSDruEptqs2

PSDruZptq
(1)

with PSDruxptqs the power spectral density of seismometer component X – N (north), E (east), and68

Z (vertical) – for time window t. After calculating PSD’s but before using Eqn. S1 a Konno-Ohmachi69

smoothing factor of 60 was applied to each PSD. We then calculated individual HV curves (black lines in70

Fig. S3), resulting 100’s of individual HV curves for each seismic site. Some curves were only calculated71

between 2–6 Hz to mask highly variable low-frequency HV values. We estimated a representative curve72

and uncertainties (median and 5th / 95th quantiles, white lines in Fig. S3) at each frequency and manually73

picked peak HV frequencies to estiamte f0 on this curve (red vertical line in Fig. S3). To quantify74

uncertainties on f0 we automatically picked maximum HV values on individual curves within 1 Hz of the75

manual f0 pick and calculated the population mean and standard deviations (blue vertical lines in Fig.76

S3).77
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Fig. S3. HV results with reference maps. Stations 1–6 were in the upper sector during 2017 (Fig. 1b in main
text) and stations 7–40 were in the lower sector during 2019 (Figs. 1c and 5a in main text). Individual HV curves
are shown in black and the median curve and the 5th/95th quantiles are shown in white (solid and dashed lines,
respectively). Manual picks of f0 are shown as red vertical lines and the automatically picked f0 mean and standard
deviations are shown as vertical blue lines (dashed and dotted, respectively). HV curves are vertically scaled to the
median HV value at the manual f0 pick and displayed between 1 and 6 Hz. The ice-bed interface elevation map from
Fig. 5a (main text) is shown and basemap images are the same as Fig. 1 (main text).
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Active Seismic Experiment78

To estimate ice seismic velocities conducted an active-source seismic experiment on August 18th 2019.79

Using a sledgehammer and steel plate, we conducted 18–23 shots at sites spaced 10 meters apart along the80

glacier’s centerline, shooting into the 32 active geophone sites geophones and seven additional DataCubes81

placed in a linear array (see Figure S4). An eighth DataCube used as the shot timer that was moved to each82

shot location (zero-offset trace in Fig. S4b). We manually analyzed median-stacked common shot-point83

(CSP) gathers from 13 shot-points, picking direct P-wave and ground-roll (Rayleigh-wave) arrival times for84

all geophones and receivers (example in Fig. S4b). Next, we calculated phase velocities and uncertainties85

with a WLS linear fitting to travel-time versus offset (TTvO) data using typical phase-arrival uncertainties86

of 0.005 sec for P-waves and 0.002 sec for Rayleigh-waves. Finally, we estimated VS from VP and VR values87

using expected values of VP /VS (1.95, e.g., Smith and others, 2015) for glacier ice and VR/VS (0.93, e.g.,88

Aki and Richards, 2002) for most earth materials near a free surface.89

Ice thickness estimation90

Values of f0 ranged from 2.6–3.7 Hz in the lower sector and from 2.4–3.1 Hz in the upper sector with91

uncertainties rarely exceeding 0.25 Hz (see bounds in Fig. S3). Composite travel-time vs offset data from92

13 CSP gathers resulted in an estimates of VP = 3451˘62 m s-1and VR = 1688˘3 m s-1(Fig. S4c), which93

converge on an estimate of VS = 1740˘168 m s-1. We used this estimate and f0 values from HV analyses94

to calculate ice-thicknesses using Eqn. 6 (main text). Ice-thickness estimates ranged from 122–169 m95

in the lower sector with uncertainties of 14–29 m and ranged from 211–247 m in the upper sector with96

uncertainties of 34–56 m. Mean ice-thicknesses were used with GPS/GNSS ice-surface elevation data to97

calculate ice-bed interface elevations presented in the main text (Fig. 5a).98

INVERSIONS AND ERROR PROPAGATION99

We used a combination of weighted least squares (numpy.polyfit), nonlinear least-squares (scipy.optimize.curve_fit),100

and Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) simulations to estimate model parameters and uncertainties from101

our observations throughout this study. Where applicable, we used analytic error propagation formulae for102

simple equations.103
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Fig. S4. (a) Overview of the active seismic experiment shooting geometry and positions of supplementary geo-
phones (orange triangles) with the location of an example CSP gather shown. (b) Example TTvO analysis on a
19-fold, median stacked CSP gather at station AU9 with P-wave (red) and Rayleigh wave (blue) picks and move-out
curves marked. Velocity estimates for this CSP stack are noted in the lower right corner.
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Fig. S5. Borehole deformation data from Meier (1957)(black, lateral errorbars) and effective viscosity inversion
results (blue/grey lines and envelopes) from available data and LOOCV analysis. Data omissions (O:) and resultant
values of B are given in the legend. Data points are labeled.

Internal Deformation104

We show weighted least squares (WLS) inversion results for effective viscosity from borehole deformation105

data reported by Meier (1957) are shown in Figure S5. Due to the sparse data, we assessed the sensitivity106

of effective viscosity to individual data-points, conducting a leave-one-out-cross-validation test (LOOCV),107

the results of which are shown in Fig. S5. Omission of deeper data points tended to increase the drift of108

estimates, but overall estimates of B remained within 6% of one another. Therefore, we used the average109

and standard deviation of the ensemble of estimates in our internal deformation calculations.110

Inspection of Eqns. 3–5 shows that internal deformation velocities can be estimated as a function of ice-111

surface elevations, valley profile elevations, ice surface slope, and effective viscosity of the ice. We assumed112

normally distributed errors for input data and used inverse variances for weights for polynomial fits to113

ice-surface elevations. Due to the large differences in uncertainties for exposed bedrock elevations and HV-114

derived bed elevations we applied uniform weighting to polynomial models of the valley shape maintain the115

importance of bed elevation estimates. We generated perturbed realizations of polynomial fit models using116

a Latin Hypercube Sampling routine (LHS), incorporating the polynomial models’ covariance matrices117

when drawing samples. Under the assumption that ice-surface slopes and effective viscosity uncertainties118

did not co-vary with other parameters, we drew samples for each of these parameters from appropriately119
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scaled normal distributions. We then quantified A, P , and Hi from perturbed surfaces, propagated these120

values through Eqns. 3–5, and inspected the posterior distributions of outputs from each equation. We121

found that posteriors largely retained the shape of normal distributions. MCMC estimates occasionally122

produced physically unrealistic values (e.g., Sf =5) that strongly biased calculation of sample means and123

standard deviations from posterior distributions. As such, we removed outliers that fell outside the 0.1st124

and 99.9th quantiles of each posterior distribution before calculating representative statistics for parameter125

estimates in Fig. 6, Table 1, and internal deformation rates presented in Figure 7 in the main text.126

DATA AND MATERIALS127

Seismic data from Magseis/Fairfield nodal seismometers are archived with the IRIS Data Management128

Center (IRIS DMC) under network code 1B for 2019. Data collected on SmartSolo instruments are available129

upon request. All down-sampled seismic data used for HV analyses are included in the data repository130

linked in the main text.131
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